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Now more than ever, citizens are demanding services
that are both timely and highly personalised. At the
same time, budgetary pressure placed upon civic
organisations of all denominations requires much
more to be done with less.
In this section we investigate the challenges being
faced by the public sector organisations in these
straitened times and discover where technologies
such as artificial intelligence, language processing,
video analytics, machine learning and robotics are
delivering improved outcomes for all.
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Transforming
citizen services

with AI

Government organisations, education institutions and healthcare providers are
increasingly recognising that, in order to meet the needs of citizens, they need to free
themselves of incumbent technology and invest in modern solutions underpinned by
artificial intelligence
B Y E L LY YAT E S - R O B E R T S

W

e are now well aware millennial and
Generation Z have different expectations to their parents. With globalisation and the democratisation of knowledge,
enabled by the internet and mobile devices, the
average citizen is consuming services of all kinds
in an entirely new way. From renewing your car
tax from your phone and having a video chat with
your doctor, we now expect to access healthcare,
government and educational services in a similarly convenient way, and artificial intelligence
(AI) is often the solution to providing it.
However, the public sector is facing many challenges in the pursuit of these new services.
“Governmental organisations have to ask many
questions in order to meet the demand of their
citizens: how do we provide quality services
as budgets keep shrinking?” says Kirk Arthur,
senior director of worldwide government at
Microsoft. “How do we address major societal
problems such as aging workforces? How do we
connect agencies while ensuring data is secure?
And how do we keep our citizens, communities,
and countries safe and protected?
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“While this juggling act can be exhausting and
overwhelming, it also has the potential to be exciting. Government organisations have an ability
like never before to do more with less, deeply connect with citizens in powerful ways and empower
government employees to be more efficient.”
According to Arthur, legacy and disparate IT
systems are the main cause of issues in the governmental sector. “These agencies have to find a
way to manage an overwhelming volume of data,
but the multitude of disparate systems are compounding this problem,” he says. “Modern technology can greatly enhance government services
by connecting systems, providing rich analytical
insights and streamlining efficiencies.”
The other major IT challenge at the forefront
of government is cybersecurity. “In maintaining
antiquated computer systems, governments are
spending vast amounts of time trying to secure
them, which can ultimately expose sensitive
information and put the systems at risk,” Arthur
explains. “Leveraging modern technology,
especially cloud computing and AI, provides
governments with an opportunity to not only
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modernise their systems, but to better secure
these systems and make them more resilient.”
AI could help solve all these problems.
“Government leaders should care about AI
because it can help the public sector deliver better services to citizens at a lower cost,” Arthur
explains. “Machine learning (ML), in particular,
could be applied to governmental issues to make
people’s jobs more efficient, and save time and
money. For example, ML can do minute image
analysis on CCTV video footage, which can help
find suspects in criminal cases.”
Education is another sector that is notoriously
underfunded, particularly relative to how much
digital investments could improve it. With members of Generation Z now filtering out of education, those still in the classroom have even less of
a connection to a world without instant communication and knowledge. The industry therefore
has a lot to gain by using cost-effective digital
technologies to meet the needs of today’s student.
“The opportunity for education service providers has never been greater as systems, schools and
universities have widely embraced the need to

transform,” says Anthony Salcito, vice president
of worldwide education at Microsoft. “Leaders
recognise the role technology can play to improve
operational efficiency, improve learning delivery
and drive better learning outcomes with more
personalised and data driven engagement.”
However, the challenge they face is getting
there. “Schools need to modernise, and in some
cases replace, existing infrastructure with a move
towards the connection that the cloud can provide,” Salcito says. “There is a growing need for
integration across systems, as well as increased
pressure on data privacy and security.”
AI has the potential to transform how people learn in today’s society. “The main benefit
of AI will be making better use of the massive
amount of data education organisations currently possess,” Salcito adds. “AI will be able
to curate content for individual learners based
on their learning history and needs and could
improve operational efficiency, for example with
class scheduling. AI will empower educators to
proactively address student needs and improve
instructional effectiveness.”
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Microsoft has many solutions that institutions
can leverage and education services providers
can build upon to help educators provide an
improved teaching experience. “Offerings like
Microsoft 365 Education combine the tools,
capabilities and services that students, teachers,
and IT teams all need to be more effective, and
it packages them together at an affordable cost,”
says Salcito. “Minecraft: Education Edition adds
an immersive, learning experience in a game that
students love. And Flipgrid enables users to share
and celebrate the power of the student voice.
“Building a more inclusive world starts at the
education level, with schools as the cornerstones.
And schools everywhere are taking transformative steps to develop more inclusive environments – ones that value diversity and promote
belonging, with the goal of empowering students
to fulfill their potential. The impact of a transformed education system leads to better outcomes
and enables students to pursue careers that serve
humanity, with the view to make it better.”
One particularly clear example of serving humanity with AI is through healthcare.
According to a March 2019 Microsoft eBook
Breaking down AI: 10 real applications in healthcare, the industry is increasingly adopting using
data and AI for a predictive and prescriptive
analytical approach. But data is the true enabler.
“Data is quickly becoming the new currency in
healthcare,” said David Rhew, chief medical officer
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and vice president for Healthcare at Microsoft,
when discussing his Microsoft appointment in
August. “Organisations that create value through
secure storage, clinical interpretation, and the
seamless exchange of data between patients and
providers are emerging as the new leaders.”
By analysing massive quantities of data, clinical staff can use AI to identify patterns and
streamline healthcare processes, for example by
empowering care teams with invaluable knowledge to more accurately support them, and optimise clinical efficacy.

“Building a more inclusive world starts
at the education level, with schools
as the cornerstones”
“Ultimately, AI can help all of us in the health
industry enhance patient and caregivers’ experiences, improve the health of populations and
lower the cost of healthcare,” said Microsoft’s
worldwide health general manager Neil Jordan,
speaking about the launch of the eBook.
“Empowering care teams will improve clinical
and business outcomes, but also enhance the
day-to-day and digital experiences of clinical
workers and patients alike – creating better experiences, better insights, and better care across the
delivery system.”
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Partner perspectives
Public sector organisations the world over are making use of artificial intelligence for a
range of purposes. We asked a selection of Microsoft’s global partners how the technology
is currently transforming citizen services and how this might change in the future.

Microsoft has announced two key
new technologies – Fluid Framework
and intelligent agents – which are
transforming Office 365 and could
benefit the public sector.
Fluid Framework enables content
to be shared and edited by thousands
of people in real-time. Live Office
365 content can be linked and
shared between multiple apps. When
changes are made, they automatically
update in every relevant application
simultaneously. Meanwhile, Microsoft’s
intelligent agents – artificial intelligence
assistants – will soon be able to provide
instant translation in Word.
These technologies will transform
the way public services are delivered,
enabling better collaboration between
colleagues, closer integration between
services and ultimately better
customer experiences.

Taras Young
Marketing manager,
CompanyNet

Sumeet
Balgovind
Partner, data and
analytics practice, EY

According to UNICEF, 75% of
children aged between two and
four worldwide are regularly
subjected to physical punishment
or psychological aggression by their
parents or caregivers. The immediate
impact of violence, abuse and
neglect on children’s wellbeing is
devastating. Childhood trauma can
limit educational performance and
job prospects, lowering individuals’
life chances, reducing productivity in
the workforce and putting significant
strain on government finances. The
EY Citizen Intelligence Platform,
powered by Microsoft technologies,
puts relevant information about
a child in the hands of frontline
staff, helping them make the right
interventions at the right time.
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AI can transform citizen services by taking
on repeatable, lower level tasks, enabling
employees to work on higher value initiatives.
It can organise and make sense of the vast
amounts of data collected by governmental
organisations much faster than any employee,
and can even improve security by employing
facial recognition methods to verify identity.
AI developments will continue to
transform citizen engagement by providing
government agencies with the capabilities to
increase collaboration between citizens and
government and improve public services.

Robin Bell
Chief technology
officer, Long View
Systems

Johan
Vandekerckhove
Chief commercial officer,
MECOMS

Adapting AI in the public sector can be more
challenging than in private businesses as the
solution must serve all citizens, whatever their
digital skills and needs.
Objectivity, as part of the Microsoft AI for
Good programme, is currently advising on
enabling people with special needs to identify a
suitable career path and ongoing employment
to achieve economic independence. We learned
that technical delivery of the recommendation
engines, anomaly detection and natural
language processing is only half of the story;
change management is equally important.
I am certain that in the near future everyone’s
jobs and daily routines will be touched by AI
and we need to embrace it as a culture-wide
initiative rather than tactical technical projects.
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MECOMS has supplied customer information
systems – specifically for invoicing and
customer care – to the utility sector for over
two decades. Many companies operating
in these sectors often have very outdated
systems. As a result, they struggle to make
use of the opportunities offered by modern
cloud-based architecture. However, by
using Dynamics 365, utilities companies can
respond to the most modern applications
such as smartphones, web portals, chat bots
and artificial intelligence. Our application is
familiar for users as it works just like Office
365 or Outlook. This makes it easy to leverage
digital and transform citizen services.

Pawel Skornicz
Head of consulting,
Objectivity
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Automating supply
chain management
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency is using the Nintex Platform
to drive digital transformation across its workplace and operations

T

he San Francisco Municipal Transportation
Agency (SMFTA) handles all transportation matters in the San Francisco area,
including bus lines, bicycling, parking, and
the Municipal Railway. SFMTA’s Technology
Solutions and Integration (TSI) department is
responsible for solving agency employees’ technical problems and finding solutions to improve
productivity and business processes.
Virdis Gamble, productivity services manager
in the TSI department, began evaluating workflow automation tools after experimenting with
out-of-the-box SharePoint workflows to automate the agency’s supply chain processes. These
were managed manually through e-mail, which
often resulted in problems and delays. The TSI
department needed to find a way to automate
and ensure the tracking of supply chain processes and tasks. SharePoint workflows proved
limited in scope and couldn’t be produced
quickly enough.
Gamble evaluated many tools, and while some
met SMFTA’s overall requirements, they also
came with a lot of coding, servers, and long
deployment times. Then, Nintex was suggested.
After witnessing Nintex’s ease of use, and its
ability to create sophisticated workflows without
code, Gamble knew the SFMTA had found the
answer to its workflow challenge.
“The infrastructure required for other companies’ workflows was a problem,” said Gamble.
“When you need to change something, you have
to change the code, recompile it, and bring the
process into a live production system. It’s a very
convoluted process. A quick change is possible
with Nintex – you go directly into the workflow,
make the change, and trial it on test servers before
implementation. There’s no rigmarole. You don’t
need developers. It’s a much cleaner solution.”

Most government agencies don’t have idle IT
resources. With Nintex, the SFMTA’s TSI department can deploy automation solutions rapidly.
Before Nintex, the TSI team at the SFMTA didn’t
have a standard way to deliver process automation solutions. Now, it has a go-to toolset.
SFMTA has deployed Nintex solutions across
the agency, supporting internal and external processes including HR alternative w
 ork-schedule
requests, electronic return-to-work processes,
video surveillance requests, and more.
These small transformations have produced
big results for the agency. More than 100,000
workflows are executed each year and with each
process it automates and digitises, it sees more
and more value from its investment in Nintex.
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Digitally
determined
MECOMS helped Sorgenia, an independent Italian utility company,
to transform its IT and support an all-digital growth strategy

F

ounded in 1999, Sorgenia sells electricity
and gas to more than 300,000 customers.
In 2015, it decided to grow its retail energy
business, focusing entirely on digital channels
and service excellence to achieve a long-term
target of one million customers. The strategy was
timed to take advantage of the upcoming end of
regulated energy prices in Italy – initially set for
mid-2018 and now scheduled for mid-2020.
Sorgenia’s legacy systems – which featured
around 20 meter-to-cash and customer service
applications – were unable to support its ambitions. It wanted a modern IT engine that could
power its long-term digital growth strategy
while providing flexibility, and a platform that
could tightly integrate business and enterprise
processes for lean and efficient digital retail.
Working with Accenture, Sorgenia selected
Microsoft Dynamics for its enterprise resource
planning (ERP) suite and MECOMS for its customer information, metering and billing system.
Since MECOMS is built on and fully integrated
with Dynamics, the pair effectively make up a
seamless ERP and billing platform, enabling
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Sorgenia to manage all meter-to-cash processes
– from customer onboarding to credit collection
– within a single environment.
Sorgenia formed a strategic partnership with
Ferranti Computer Systems (the developer
behind MECOMS), which contributed the system, and Accenture, which customised it for the
Italian market. In just 12 months, the combined
ERP and meter-to-cash platform was successfully deployed – on time, on budget and with
minimal impact on Sorgenia’s business, despite
opting for a ‘big bang’ approach.
Digital channels – including a new web front
end and mobile application – are the foundation
of Sorgenia’s new customer acquisition strategy. Integrating these into MECOMS through
Dynamics CRM helped the company take full
control of digital onboarding, which gradually accelerated from 1,000-2,000 new digital
customers per month after go-live to peaks of
around 10,000 in 2018.
After going live on the new platform, Sorgenia
began a comprehensive process improvement
programme targeting the meter-to-cash processes in general with specific projects on billing
and payment, as well as customer onboarding.
This was made easier because the meter-to-cash
processes effectively originate and end within
the same platform.
The combination of process integration and
improvement work enabled Sorgenia to end
2018 with unbilled and unpaid-for energy rates,
as well as digital customer additions that place it
at the top of the Italian market.
As its data centre housing contract was due
to expire, in early 2017 Sorgenia also decided
to migrate its new IT platform to the cloud.
Infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) on Microsoft
Azure offered the ideal pay-per-use procurement
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model and a relatively open and interoperable
platform, besides representing the best fit from
a technology ecosystem perspective. The cloud
project was engineered and implemented by
Avanade, and in July 2018 Sorgenia became the
first major Italian utility to be fully cloud-based.
Azure enables Sorgenia to activate additional platform components as software-as-a-service, which
it did for Dynamics CRM and Office 365. The
company is also leveraging IaaS to quickly deploy
the resources for designing, building and piloting
applications, increasing its agility and shortening
the time-to-market of its digital services.
As well as helping to ensure Sorgenia’s systems
are scalable enough to cope with increasing
customer growth rates and inorganic events like
customer auctions, cloud enables the flexibility
to cope with contingent factors, including the
moving target of full energy price liberalisation.
The move effectively allowed Sorgenia to take
infrastructure investment out of its balance
sheet – a critical factor at a time of growing
business unpredictability.

Sorgenia and its partners had to customise
some applications to make them suitable for the
IaaS environment and enable the platform to
manage the expected short-term customer volumes. As a result, the platform performs better
on the cloud today than it used to on premise.
Since MECOMS is fully integrated into
Microsoft Dynamics, all the functionality and
company processes are in one integrated system with a single, familiar user interface, one
database and one set of business logic, providing a single version of the truth. The single
business process management framework also
helps control and manage all workflows in a
single environment.
In 2018 alone, supported by the new platform and digital channels, Sorgenia onboarded
100,000 digital clients. Its integrated platform
not only helps digitise the contact-to-contract
process and streamline the meter-to-cash process cycle; indirectly, it acts as an anti-churn
mechanism through good billing, flawless payment and better customer service.
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Boosting employee
engagement
Multinational pharmaceutical company GlaxoSmithKline is transforming employee
engagement with a new employee digital hub built on the Akumina platform

M

ultinational pharmaceutical company
GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) sought to
develop a new internal digital hub that
employees would love and feel engaged with.
The digital hub needed to deliver relevant content, increase collaboration, allow social interactions and increase productivity. It needed to do
all of this while supporting streamlined business
processes that would make employees’ working
lives easier.
To achieve this, GSK required a cutting-edge,
mobile-first solution that could be easily integrated with its enterprise applications and simple
to manage and sustain. It wanted this from a partner that was able to demonstrate how their technology could transform the employee experience.
Akumina rose to the challenge with its employee
experience platform. With the Akumina platform, GSK is able to deliver a new intelligent digital employee hub for over 130,000 employees. The
result is a modern and connected digital experience for all – regardless of location.
The digital hub provides an experience that is
personalised to each and every employee, helping global engagement and making teams more
productive. Akumina’s platform pulls data from
Microsoft Active Directory and uses machine
learning to surface content, links and data from
third-party systems that is relevant to individual
users based on business unit, role, location and
behaviour such as applications frequently used,
documents frequently used and types of content
most consumed.
All the content displayed in the GSK hub is
available in multiple languages – users have the
flexibility to change the language with a simple
click. The employee hub also drives productivity,
offering seamless integration with multiple backend systems to reduce the number of applications
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“The digital hub provides an
experience that is personalised
to each and every employee”
and clicks employees make to perform day-to-day
tasks associated with their job.
The digital hub is embraced by all employees
and is totally intuitive – no training is required. It’s
intelligent – it knows who the employee is, where
they are located and what they need. It’s also quick
– it saves time by empowering users to access
resources and information in a central platform.
It’s accessible – available on any device, anytime,
and anywhere to give employees the flexibility of
when and how to access. What’s more, it’s helpful – self-service and self-help resources across
the globe. Overall, by providing an easy-to-use
interface, it changes complex processes into one
smooth end-to-end experience.
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